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Experimental Demonstration of a Lightpath
Management Procedure Based on a
Hierarchical Architecture
P. Giardina, N. Sambo, M. Dallaglio, G. Bernini, G. Carrozzo, F. Cugini, P. Castoldi

Abstract—System margin reduction, performance
prediction, and multi-vendor interoperability in future optical networks will require proper and effective monitoring functionalities of optical network services. This interest in monitoring features is driving
new investigations on the management plane and
procedures, also targeting emerging protocols such
as NETCONF, which natively supports management
functionalities.
This paper presents the experimental demonstration of a management procedure for lightpaths in
optical networks based on a hierarchical management
plane. NETCONF is adopted for subscription to alarms
and for alarm notification at the different layers in the
hierarchy. YANG models are presented to configure
monitoring entities in the network. The proposed system can be applied to both single- and multi-domain
networks. The proposed solution is experimentally
demonstrated in a control plane testbed including a
hierarchical management plane.
Index Terms—NETCONF, YANG, network management, monitoring.

I. I NTRODUCTION
The management plane of optical networks is currently receiving particular attention from network operators. One reason is the trend of network operators
to operate networks with a reduced system margin [1],
[2]. Typically, networks are planned considering data
plane devices’ performance at the end of life, thus when
they are degraded. Such an approach is conservative
and allows reliable services after years of operation.
However, considering end of life performance translates to an underestimation of the optical reach, thus
in an overestimation of the number of regenerators,
which in turn implies higher capital costs. In [2],
authors demonstrated that it is possible to plan the
network at the begin of life, thus reducing costs of
regenerators at the moment of the installation; once
network devices’ performance starts degrading after
years, some regenerators have to be added, but when
investments on network devices are postponed, their
net present cost is reduced [2]. Such an approach
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requires continuous monitoring of services to verify
their actual correct operation.
Another reason for network operators’ interest is
related to the expected adoption of performance prediction tools exploiting monitoring information with the
objective of reducing the uncertainty error of quality of
transmission (QoT) estimators [1], [3], [4]. Thus, monitoring will be more frequent, as well as the generation
of alarms. More than ever, the management plane is
required to be highly scalable. A proposed solution
for a scalable management plane is a hierarchical
architecture, so that each layer is responsible for only
a sub-set of network elements or lightpaths [5]. The
study in [6] demonstrates that the higher scalability
achieved by a hierarchical management plane also
translates into a faster recovery time from failures
or degradations (as an example, the time to trigger
recovery can be reduced by 80% with respect to a
centralized case).
In general, management procedures (i.e., how to
handle monitoring information and alarms) in next
generation networks are not straightforward. The
challenge is mainly due to the direction that the market is taking, moving towards inter-operability [7] and
fully disaggregated white boxes (i.e., nodes assembled
with components from different vendors) [8], thus towards the presence of devices from several vendors in
the same network. While in a single-vendor network,
operators or service providers were blind with respect
to the management procedures (proprietary to the
vendor and strictly related to the product), in multivendor networks with white boxes, operators and service providers may need to implement their own management procedures to account for different vendor
devices. Currently, this market trend is underlined
by the effort within the following active consortiums
and projects including some of the most important
companies in the field (e.g., Google, Facebook, Cisco,
Deutch Telekom, Telecom Italia, and many others):
OpenROADM, OpenConfig, and TIP projects [9]–[11].
Such projects are discussing data modeling for network devices but management procedures have still
to be deeply investigated. Regarding the communication of monitoring information, Network Configuration (NETCONF) [12] is a Software Defined Network
(SDN) protocol particularly favored because it sup-
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ports advanced management operations. Indeed, an
SDN controller can subscribe to alarms (with the NETCONF create-subscription message) setting the
physical parameters and the critical range of values
to be reported by alarms; then, NETCONF supports
alarms (through the notification message), thus
enabling an automatic communication of monitoring
information from the device to the SDN controller;
finally NETCONF supports monitoring information
polling (through the get message). More generally,
besides its native management features, NETCONF
is gaining consensus because it can be also used as a
configuration protocol. Moreover, it is based on the Yet
Another Network Generator (YANG) language, which
can be represented in XML and can describe device
parameters in a vendor-neutral way [9], [10], [13],
[14], thus attracting network operators and service
providers.
The objective of this paper is to describe the management procedure and the implementation details,
and perform a demonstration, for a network based
on a hierarchical management architecture. In particular, the presented work extends the study of [15]
by providing additional details, by introducing the
multi-domain use case with related YANG model, and
by presenting more options of the implemented scenarios. In summary, we present and demonstrate a
novel control and management procedure for reliable
optical networks based on a hierarchical management
plane. Both data plane devices (e.g., transponders)
and monitoring entities at each layer are configured
by centralized controllers. In particular, monitoring
entities are instructed about the lightpaths to be responsible for and about the information required to
perform correlation for failure localization. Monitoring
entities subscribe to specific alarms (or notifications)

Subscribe to monitoring
notifications according to
specific events

Do such events
occur?
YES
Trigger and process
notifications (alarms)

Fig. 2. Control and management workflow.

depending on the events of interest (e.g., bit error
rate — BER — over threshold); in case of failure or
performance degradation, the proper monitoring entities are notified and failure localization takes place.
The control&management architecture is presented
for single- and multi-domain scenarios. YANG models
are proposed enabling NETCONF to configure and
manage monitoring entities. Finally, the aforementioned tasks are demonstrated in a control/management plane testbed in single- and multi-domain scenarios.
II. C ONTROL AND MANAGEMENT PROCEDURE
We assume a single-domain SDN optical network
(e.g., an elastic optical network —EON) managed by
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a hierarchical architecture as in Fig. 1. The root of
the hierarchy is the Operation Administration and
Mantainance (OAM) Handler (OAM H) of the Application Based Network Operations (ABNO) control and
management architecture [16]. OAM H is a standard
entity responsible for verifying and maintaining the
correct operation of the network and services. Each
layer in the hierarchy is responsible for processing
alarms related to a subset of lightpaths. The processing of alarms may consist of: 1) generating alarms
about potential problems; 2) receiving alarms and correlating them (e.g., for fault localization); 3) triggering
actions to preserve the services affected by a soft (i.e.,
physical layer degradation) or hard (e.g., link cut)
failure. Three hierarchical layers are assumed. Each

layer 0 monitoring entity is responsible for generating
an alarm related to a single lightpath (monitoring is
performed by the digital signal processing —DSP—
at the coherent receiver) if the lightpath is affected
by a soft- or an hard-failure. At layer 1, each entity
receives and correlates alarms for all the lightpaths
starting from a given ingress node1 . Finally, OAM H
at the root is responsible for all the lightpaths provisioned in the network. The architecture provides high
scalability with respect to the only OAM H because
each monitoring entity in the hierarchy has to process
the alarms only related to the lightpaths under its
responsibility, as proven in [5]. NETCONF protocol is
assumed for control and management. The exchange of
1 Please,

note that this is not a node monitor.
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NETCONF hello messages between OAM H and the
monitoring entities enables the OAM H to be informed
about the supported capabilities (e.g., the supported
YANG model as detailed in Sec. V).
The proposed control and management scheme follows the workflow and the related tasks shown in
Fig. 2. Upon lightpath request from source s to destination d, first, routing and spectrum assignment (RSA)
is run in case of EON or routing and wavelength
assignment (RWA) in case of fixed-grid network. After
RSA or RWA, the SDN controller has to configure data
plane devices through NETCONF: the transponders at
the transmitter and receiver ends and the filters of the
ingress, transit, and egress nodes, as shown in Fig. 3.
The YANG model in [14] can be considered in the case
of sliceable transponder, detailing and including the
list of configurable (e.g., bit rate) and monitored (e.g.,
pre-forward error correction –FEC– BER) parameters.
Then, management tasks take place considering the
three-layer management plane. Fig. 4 shows the chart
of the management tasks. The monitoring entity at
layer 1 — in particular the one associated with node
s and responsible for the set LPs of lightpaths starting from s — is first configured. In case of soft or
hard failure, such a monitoring entity will receive and
process (e.g., for fault localization) alarms related to
the affected lightpaths in LPs . Based on the received
alarms, in order to enable a correlation algorithm to
localize a failure (i.e., identify the type and the id
of the failed element), such monitoring entity has to

exploit path information of lightpaths in LPs [17]:
i.e., traversed nodes and links. Thus, OAM H firstly
sends a NETCONF edit-conf message to install
lightpath info in the monitoring entity at layer 1.
A YANG model to describe this information will be
presented here and discussed later. Then, OAM H
subscribes to notifications (e.g., pre-FEC BER over
threshold) related to the requested lightpath, by sending a NETCONF create-subscription message at
layer 1. Consequently, the monitor at layer 1 subscribes
to the same notification by sending a NETCONF
create-subscription message to the monitoring
entity responsible for the requested lightpath at layer
0. If a soft- and/or hard-failure affects some lightpaths
resulting in the pre-FEC BER exceeding a threshold,
the interested monitoring entities at layer 0 send a
NETCONF notification to the proper layer 1 entity. Each monitoring entity at layer 1 processes the
received notifications by exploiting stored lightpaths’
information. Then, an aggregated notification is
sent to OAM H. Once the monitoring entity at layer
1 informs the OAM H about affected lightpaths and
the correlation result, if needed, OAM H performs
further correlation. This limitation of responsibilities
per monitoring entity guarantees high scalability.
III. T HE MULTI - DOMAIN USE CASE
Given its hierarchical nature, the management architecture can be extended for the multi-domain scenarios. In particular, we assume the case of a network

Fig. 6. Tree representation of the YANG model for connection
inventory.

controlled by a single operator and formed by several
inter-connected domains, where each domain employs
network equipment and nodes from a specific vendor.
The scenario is shown in Fig. 5: two domains A and
B are connected by the bi-directional link connecting
node c of the domain A and node a of the domain B.
Thus, each node can be uniquely denoted by the couple
(node id, domain id). Differently from all the other
links (each one bi-directional), link (c,A)-(a,B) has been
drawn with two uni-directional links to explain its
domain responsibility. In particular, as typically done
with the Open Shortest Path First protocol with Traffic
Engineering extensions [18], we assume that a link
interconnecting two different domains belongs to a
domain if it is outgoing: thus, link (c,A)-(a,B) belongs
to domain A, while (a,B)-(c,A) to domain B. In the
figure, a multi-domain lightpath is considered starting
in node (a,A) and ending in node (c,B). Single-domain
lightpaths can be also generated.
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|
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+--rw path
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+--rw config
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+--ro connections
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|
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|
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|
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7. Tree representation nico$
of the YANG models for: i) conMacBook-Pro-di-Nico:Models

Fig.
nection inventory including domain information; ii) NETCONF
notification with domain information.

The hierarchical monitoring plane for multi-domain
scenario is shown in Fig. 5. With respect to Fig. 1,

The Monitoring Module depicted in Figure 20 is an example of Netopeer TransAPI module.
Its YANG model consists of three main parts: Configuration data model, Custom RPCs
definitions and Notification format definition.
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links, used ROADMs and transponders, the list of traversed domains is introduced. Moreover, the attribute
domain is associated with each node and link, so that
the domain affinity of each network element can be
identified. The figure also shows the YANG model for
notification (i.e., alarm) with domain information.
This way, the failed network element can be identified
with the proper domain attribute. The support of
such a YANG model is an information included in the
NETCONF hello message, as will be detailed in the
next section.
V. I MPLEMENTATION AND EXPERIMENTAL
DEMONSTRATION

The workflow presented in Fig. 2 is implemented
in a control plane testbed. The SDN controller implementation
is based on the Berillyum OpendayThe Configuration part is the core one. It is designed to represent the configuration
of the
light
0.4.2. [20], which supports a very stable
monitor itself, intended as an inventory (a list) of connections (i.e. lightpaths)
to (ODL)
be
a new layer is introduced to be associated to the
NETCONF-connector plugin compatible with standard
monitored. A connection is  stored  as  a  list  of  nodes  and  links  traversed,  including  the  “path”  
domain responsibility. In particular, the monitoring
RFC-6241
[12]. The NETCONF plugin is also fully
information, which represents the sequence of traversed objects. Figure 21 shows
the
entity named Dom. A is responsible for the domain
Configuration part of the YANG model in a tree format, highlighting the different information
model-driven when a controlled device is modelled
A (including single-domain lightpaths in domain A,
needed to store a connection in the monitor datastore.
with YANG language. The model-driven capability is
through layer 1 monitors, and multi-domain lightpaths
realized through the exchange of an hello message
The first block
of the YANG
Model is domain
represented
the connection
identifier
segments
traversing
A),by while
the Dom.
B which is, in
between the controller and a device as in [14]. For
general, unique
inside the
domains
traverses: it will
globally unique
in case of single
monitoring
entity
is itresponsible
forbedomain
B. Each
example,
domain scenario.
The
second
block
concerns
the
domain
information
and
it
is
modeled
as a in relation to a transponder, the controller
layer 0 monitoring entity, which is sub-leaf of Dom. A,
can
learn
list domainwill
IDs traversed
by the connection.
The third
block defines a listlightof nodes belonging all the information about the supported databe associated
to a singleor multi-domain
modelID,
and notifications described in the transponder
to the connection.
node isA.
characterized
an ID level-1
(unique in
its domain), a domain
path inEach
domain
Similarly,byeach
monitoring
YANG
model. The OAM H is implemented by leveran IP address
(for monitoring
a type.
entity,
which ispurposes)
sub-leafand
of from
Dom.
A, will group singleaging the libnetconf library [21]. Fig. 8 illustrates the
and multi-domain lightpaths in domain A (as done for
implementation of Layer 1 (EL1) and Layer Domain
single domain in Sec. II). Finally, the OAM Handler is
monitoring entities, based on Netopeer-Server [21] and
responsible for the whole network.
a custom libnetconf based module specifically developed to interact with lower monitoring entities. The
IV. YANG MODEL FOR C ONNECTION I NVENTORY
Netopeer-Server is able to handle NETCONF mesThis section presents two YANG models, referring to sages and apply operations being compliant with NETConnection Inventory, to instruct monitoring entities CONF v1.0 and v1.1 as defined in RFC6241 [12]. The
about lightpaths under their responsibility. The first main role of the NETCONF client consists of opening
www.orchestraproject.eu
62/90 with lower layer entities, making subscription
model assumes a single-domain network, while the sessions
second a multi-domain network. The tree related to requests to notifications and receiving notifications. As
the YANG model for single domain, obtained with an example, in case of a layer 1 monitor, the client
the commonly used pyang software [19], is shown will receive notifications directly from the transponder.
in Fig. 6. It presents a list of connections, each one The correlation engine applies the failure localization
identified with a list of traversed nodes, links, and the algorithm [17] considering as input the received noutilized reconfigurable optical add/drop multiplexers tifications. Once a new notification is produced, the
(ROADMs) including the used transponders at the Monitoring Module delivers it on a proper notification
transmitter and receiver ends. This way, each network stream and the Netopeer-Server will forward it to
element utilized by a connection can be identified and all entities subscribed to that stream. Layer 0 entiused for correlation algorithms for failure localiza- ties (EL0s) are represented by transponder DSP as
tion. The model is divided into configuration and state in [14]. We emulated the monitoring capabilities of the
parameters. The former are remotely writable (thus, transponder with a C application that communicates
configurable), the latter are only readable. As typically with the ConfD framework [22], that is an on-board
done, configuration parameters are copied within the data-model-driven management framework providing
state parameters so that an operator can verify their a variety of standard northbound management interactual value.
faces (such as NETCONF) for use in building network
Fig. 7 shows the tree Connection Inventory YANG elements. ConfD comes with an embedded database
model including domain information. Thus, for each (CDB) and ready-to-go northbound interfaces. Typiconnection, besides the list of traversed nodes and cally, NETCONF runs on secure protocols such as
Figure
20 Monitor entity.
prototype architecture
Fig. 8. Implemented
monitoring
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Fig. 9. Implemented topology in the testbed for the single domain scenario.

Fig. 10. notification sent by layer 0.

Secure SHell (SSH), but ConfD allows the disabling of
security features so that the content of the messages
can be viewed in the experiments. A correlation algorithm for failure localization is implemented at each
layer of the hierarchy. Experiments are carried out in
single- and multi-domain scenarios.
A. Single domain
The data plane topology of Fig. 9 composed of three
edges and four transit nodes is considered. We assume two different failure cases, respectively shown
in Fig. 9a and Fig. 9b. EL1 monitoring entities become
aware of the connections to be responsible for through
the proposed YANG model of Connection Inventory. In
the first failure case (Fig. 9a), link 8 fails affecting
three connections and EL1 entities do not properly
localize the failure, e.g. EL1 related to ingress node
A identifies links 1 and 8 as possible failed links
(the common links of the connections starting from
A). Fig. 10 shows the capture of the notification,
related to the third connection, sent by EL0 B to
EL1 C, identifying a problem in links 3, 6, or 8. Thus,
failure localization is not solved by layer 1, but can be
solved by OAM H, since it also exploits notification
coming from EL1 related to C. Fig. 11a shows the
result of the correlation (links 1 and 8) at EL1 A,
which is incorporated in the notification sent to
OAM H. Fig. 11b shows the result of the correlation at

EL1 C, again incorporated in a notification sent
to OAM H. Fig. 11c shows the result of the correlation
performed by OAM H exploiting the notification
messages received by EL1 A and EL1 C. Thus, OAM
H successfully performs failure localization.
Then a second failure case is assumed (Fig. 9b):
link 1 fails. In this case layer 1 properly localizes the
failure, indeed EL1 A correctly localizes the failure
since link 1 is the only one in common with the
two connections starting from A. Fig. 12 shows the
notification messages generated in the second failure case. Notifications (a) and (b) are generated from
the transponder on Node B and refer to connections 1
and 2 respectively. Following the dashed line Fig. 12, it
is possible to note that from sub-carrier-id values,
Monitor EL1 A is able to retrieve the connections
involved in the failure putting them in the first part
of notification c. When the monitor retrieves the connections involved, extracts from each of them the set of
the links traversed (continuous line), it then correlates
them in order to localize the failure. The only link
in common between the two sets is link 1 and it
is reported in notification c: thus, monitor EL1 A
correctly localized the failure. The processing time of
NETCONF packets is below 15 ms.
B. Multi domain
The data plane topology of Fig. 13 is considered.
Monitor A is responsible for connection 1,
local to domain 2. Fig. 14 shows the content
of an hello message sent by Monitor A.
Note the line “<capability>sssup:multidomainconnection-inventory?module=connectioninventory&amp;revision=2015-02-23< /capability>”,
which informs the controller about the additional
capability described by the “Connection Inventory”
YANG model, in this case, for multi domain. The
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to consider any NETCONF sessions that the monitor has to establish with the
(a) These connections are particular:
(b)
a Connection in the data store.
they have no
nly one node of type MONITOR. Following the scenario in Figure 29, the
n is the one shown in Figure 31.

OAM H

(c)

main Monitor

(a) layer 1-correlation
A; (b) layerLayer
1-correlation
at EL1 C;
at OAM
H.. the
MonitorFig.
is 11.
a particular
case atofEL1monitor
N (N>1).
As(f) correlation
the name
says,
nitor is responsible of a subtree of monitors that handle a domain in the optical
means that the Domain Monitor receives notifications from the lower monitors
o its domain, so in this sense it acts as Monitor Layer N. Furthermore, it is
for the part of multi-domain connections traversing its domain, receiving
directly from the proper optical device, like a Monitor Layer 1.

Connection-id 1
it is characterized
by a hybrid configuration, consisting of a set of single node
Connection-id 2
that represent the NETCONF
sessions with Layer N-1 monitor, and set of multi
Link-ids: 1-2-7
Link-ids: the
1-4-5-8 part of multi-domain lightpaths belonging to the
nks connections that model
main. Figure 32 shows a simple multi-domain scenario.

Fig. 12. Notification generated from transponder on node B related to connection 1 and connection 2, and correlation at monitor EL1 A(c).

NETCONF session establishment. A NETCONF
session must be connection-oriented, authenticated,
and must satisfy specific requirements of integrity and
confidentiality. NETCONF itself does not implement
any kind of mechanism to meet these requirements,
delegating the task to the underlying transport-layer
protocols: e.g., SSH or TLS. After lightpath request,
the Domain monitor establishes a NETCONF session
both with layer 1 Monitor and with the transponder
on node 2 (layer 0), since it is responsible for the part
of connection 2 belonging to its domain (Domain 2). An
example of possible configuration is shown in Fig. 15.
The dashed lines indicate parts omitted due to the
length of the message. The configuration consists of
two parts concerning the different type of monitoring
the Domain Monitor performs. Focusing on the second
part of configuration (Transponder in the figure),
it is possible to note that it models the segment of
the muti-domain connection (id=2), which belongs to
Fig. 13. Implemented topology in the testbed for the multi domain
domain 2. In this case, the domain monitor opens a
scenario.
Figure 32 Domain Monitor scenario
NETCONF session with the transponder of node 2,
which represents the egress point of that lightpath
s responsible of connection 1, local to domain 2. The Domain
monitor,
placed
at in figure (nodes 3 and
and is marked
as type
EGRESS
hello messages can be exchanged simultaneously 1 also belong to the lightpath but they are considered
blishes a due
NETCONF
session
withnotMonitor
A and
to the fact
that both
they are
responsible
for whit Transponder on node

responsible of the part of connection 2 belonging to its domain (Domain 2). An
possible configuration is shown in Figure 33. The red lines indicate parts omitted
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netopeer-server[98]: Writing message (session 1): <?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<hello xmlns="urn:ietf:params:xml:ns:netconf:base:1.0">
<capabilities>
<capability>urn:ietf:params:netconf:base:1.0</capability>
<capability>urn:ietf:params:netconf:base:1.1</capability>
<capability>urn:ietf:params:netconf:capability:writable-running:1.0</capability>
<capability>urn:ietf:params:netconf:capability:candidate:1.0</capability>
<capability>urn:ietf:params:netconf:capability:startup:1.0</capability>
<capability>urn:ietf:params:netconf:capability:rollback-on-error:1.0</capability>
<capability>urn:ietf:params:netconf:capability:interleave:1.0</capability>
<capability>urn:ietf:params:netconf:capability:notification:1.0</capability>
<capability>urn:ietf:params:netconf:capability:validate:1.0</capability>
<capability>urn:ietf:params:netconf:capability:validate:1.1</capability>
<capability>urn:ietf:params:netconf:capability:with-defaults:1.0?basic-mode=explicit&amp;also-supported=report-all,report-all-tagged,trim,explicit</
capability>
<capability>urn:ietf:params:netconf:capability:url:1.0?scheme=scp,file</capability>
<capability>sssup:multidomain-connection-inventory?module=connection-inventory&amp;revision=2015-02-23</capability>
<capability>urn:cesnet:tmc:netopeer:1.0?module=netopeer-cfgnetopeer&amp;revision=2015-05-19&amp;features=ssh,dynamic-modules</capability>
<capability>urn:ietf:params:xml:ns:yang:ietf-netconf-server?module=ietf-netconf-server&amp;revision=2014-01-24&amp;features=ssh,inboundssh,outbound-ssh</capability>
<capability>urn:ietf:params:xml:ns:yang:ietf-x509-cert-to-name?module=ietf-x509-cert-to-name&amp;revision=2013-03-26</capability>
<capability>urn:ietf:params:xml:ns:yang:ietf-netconf-acm?module=ietf-netconf-acm&amp;revision=2012-02-22</capability>
<capability>urn:ietf:params:xml:ns:yang:ietf-netconf-with-defaults?module=ietf-netconf-with-defaults&amp;revision=2010-06-09</capability>
<capability>urn:ietf:params:xml:ns:netconf:notification:1.0?module=notifications&amp;revision=2008-07-14</capability>
<capability>urn:ietf:params:xml:ns:netmod:notification?module=nc-notifications&amp;revision=2008-07-14</capability>
<capability>urn:ietf:params:xml:ns:yang:ietf-netconf-notifications?module=ietf-netconf-notifications&amp;revision=2012-02-06</capability>
<capability>urn:ietf:params:xml:ns:yang:ietf-netconf-monitoring?module=ietf-netconf-monitoring&amp;revision=2010-10-04</capability>
<capability>urn:ietf:params:xml:ns:netconf:base:1.0?module=ietf-netconf&amp;revision=2011-03-08&amp;features=writable-running,candidate,rollbackon-error,validate,startup,url</capability>
<capability>urn:ietf:params:xml:ns:yang:ietf-yang-types?module=ietf-yang-types&amp;revision=2013-07-15</capability>
<capability>urn:ietf:params:xml:ns:yang:ietf-inet-types?module=ietf-inet-types&amp;revision=2013-07-15</capability>
</capabilities>
<session-id>1</session-id>
</hello>
netopeer-server[98]: Received message (session 1): <?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" standalone="no"?>
xmlns="urn:ietf:params:xml:ns:netconf:base:1.0">
Fig. 14.<hello
hello
message.
<capabilities>
<capability>urn:ietf:params:netconf:capability:exi:1.0</capability>
<capability>urn:ietf:params:netconf:base:1.1</capability>
passing <capability>urn:ietf:params:netconf:base:1.0</capability>
nodes and marked as TRANSIT). On the is adopted as the configuration protocol, for alarm sub</capabilities>
contrary,
in its first part (Monitor in figure), the scription, and for disseminating monitoring informa</hello>

configuration does not model any lightpath installed
on the optical layer: in this case, the Domain Monitor
receive notifications from layer 1 Monitor, which is
responsible for the local lighpath between nodes 1 and
2. In order to make the Domain Monitor aware of layer
1 Monitor , the presence of that monitor is modeled
in the configuration as a special lightpath consisting
of only one node of type MONITOR (as shown in
the figure) and no links. In this way, by keeping the
behavior of the monitor identical for nodes both of
type EGREES and MONITOR, the Domain Monitor
opens a NETCONF session with layer 1 Monitor and
subscribes on notification stream.
VI. C ONCLUSIONS
We proposed and demonstrated a novel control and
management procedure for optical networks modeled
with YANG, considering both single- and multi-domain
scenarios. The procedure is based on a hierarchical
management plane where each management entity in
the hierarchy is responsible for a subset of lightpaths,
thus providing high scalability in the management of
alarms. Both data plane devices (e.g., transponders)
and monitoring entities at each layer are configured
by centralized controllers. In particular, monitoring
entities are instructed about the lightpaths to be responsible for and about the information required to
perform correlation for failure localization. NETCONF

tion. YANG models are proposed enabling NETCONF
to configure and manage monitoring entities in singleand multi-domain scenarios. The proposed control and
management procedure is finally demonstrated in a
control/management plane testbed.
Future works should investigate the integration
between data plane and a hierarchical management
architecture. Moreover, an interesting analysis can be
a study of which recovery actions (e.g., code adaptation, re-routing) can be triggered by each layer in the
hierarchy. Indeed, this could depend on which type of
information (e.g., about the physical layer) is stored
at each layer. Studies on the number of layers in the
hierarchy could be carried out at varying the network
size and the amount of the established traffic. Other
future works could be related to the introduction of
artificial intelligence into the management entities for
processing monitoring information. Finally, hints can
be provided by the activities of industrial companies in
OpenROADM, TIP, and OpenConfig consortiums that
are defining data models for network entities. This can
have impact on the management procedures.
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